FA C T S H E E T

Monitoring and Targeting

INTELLIGENT BUILDINGS

PINPOINTING WHEN, WHERE AND HOW ENERGY IS USED
I N Y O U R O R G A N I S AT I O N I S K E Y T O U S I N G I T
E F F I C I E N T LY A N D I D E N T I F Y I N G W H E R E R E D U C T I O N S
CAN BE MADE.
EIC has leading software and the necessary expertise to help you decipher your energy data and make
recommendations for cost savings.

How EIC can help

Our team can:

Our software allows users to fully report, compare

enabling users to set parameters for alerts to be

and quantify energy metering data for each

raised if energy profiles breach desired levels.

monitoring point, activity area or entire site.
There are a number of reports available for the user.
The software provides a variety of reports for use

These are:

including:

``Overview.
``Profiles.
``Tariffs.
``Business Hours.
``Activity Groups.
``Degree Day Report.

``Profile graphing.
``In/out of hours consumption charts.
``Cost reports.
``Dynamic profiling.
``Degree days.
``CUSUM reports.
The software also allows for alerting functionality,

Overview Report
The Overview Report illustrated bottom left provides a summary of some of the key energy reports; a useful
feature providing users with an overall picture of the metering data under review.

Profile Report
The Profile Report below centre shows metering for each selected meter. This can be a single meter profile
or a number of meters each represented by different colours on the same chart. All meters can be overlaid
on a single chart or split into individual charts.

``Help you to understand
your consumption patterns.
``Uncover savings of up to
20% on average, helping
you to reduce waste and
maximise efficiency.
``Help to analyse all
aspects of your data where
you might not have realised
the potential.
``Analyse your data for you
so you can concentrate on
running your business.
``Provide updates to our
software so you can be
sure you have the latest
technology.

Data Range Comparison Report
The report shown below right provides the facility for data across multiple date ranges, to be compared. If a
number of meters are selected, they will be grouped as one.

www.eic.co.uk

Further parameters can also be chosen based on date, period and grouping options. All the data can be viewed in our App - a responsive energy dashboard
enabling business to view, compare and share data with building occupants. The App makes energy management understandable for everyone.
Using easy-to-digest dynamic animated charts and gauges, SMART.DASH quickly quantifies and visualises a building or an entire estates’ energy consumption
and performance.

Why choose EIC?
EIC can provide the technology and the necessary support to help you interpret your energy data.
Our team can:

``Help you to understand your consumption patterns.
``Uncover savings of up to 20% on average, helping you to reduce waste and maximise efficiency.
``Help to analyse all aspects of your data where you might not have realised the potential.
``Analyse your data for you so you can concentrate on running your business.
``Provide updates to our software so you can be sure you have the latest technology.
We’re highly recommended
“Oundle School believes that protection of the environment is an integral part of good institutional and educational practice. We
are committed to minimising our impact on and improving the quality of the environment, both now and in the future and seek to
engage all members of the school community to develop an ecologically sound approach to their work and activities so as to help
us achieve our aims.”
Richard Tremellen - Estates Bursar
Oundle School

Related services
EIC can assist with Fixed Procurement, BeMS and Controls and Bill Validation. For more information about EIC and our services visit www.eic.co.uk,
call 01527 511 757 or email info@eic.co.uk

To start the journey to your Strategic Energy Solution
call us today on 01527 511 757 or email info@eic.co.uk

